FREE ADVICE | SOFA LEATHER RESTORATION, CAR
LEATHER REPAIR
We can repair & restore:
- Dry, hard, cracked or torn leather
- Rips, tears and scratches
- Grease & water stains
- Burns and holes
- Colour damages
- Pet scratches

Leather Care & Cleaning Services
Leather Repair Services
Leather Re-colouring Services
Depending on the size of the job, location, and your requirements we can either carry out the repairs on-site or bring them back to our workshop.
Colourlock Australia is your premier choice for restoring the look and feel of your leather items. We restore most leather surfaces, particularly the ones used for
automobiles and furniture. You can trust us to handle your leather with great care as we restore it. With our professional leather restoration services, your leather will
look and feel supple once more, and its delicate tanning recoloured. Colourlock Australia provides professional leather cleaning services that you can trust.If your
leather has blemishes of any sort, send it our way, and we will get rid of even the most stubborn of stains.
Leather may be a hard-wearing material, but it can sustain its fair share of damage over time and daily use. The leather used in furniture and in automobiles, in
particular, is subjected to a lot of wear and tear. Dirt, scratches, and spills that leave behind stubborn stains are usually at fault, but other factors can also destroy
leather.
You might not be aware of it, but even simply sitting down on a leather chair leads to damage. Body oils, grease, and skin acid from people and animals can diminish
leatherʼs finish and leave dark spots. Another unlikely culprit in the damage of your leather is the sun; intense exposure to sunlight can discolour and warp leather,
leaving behind a cracked and bleached surface. Additionally, airborne particulates from chemicals and pollutants can also take their toll on leather. Just like most
other textiles, leather can be stained by dirt, chemicals, and certain types of spills, which can ruin its look. Most commercial-grade cleaners can help strip o most
stains, but they can do more harm than good in the long run. Regular cleaning agents can leave the surface of leather damaged and dehydrated, which lead to
cracking and peeling.
Thus, it is not enough to simply clean leather every time it gets stained. You need to carefully restore the textileʼs moisture and texture as you clean its surface, and
that involves the use of specialised leather care products. Colourlock has developed over 70 di erent leather care products of its own, all specially designed to clean
and revitalise the look and feel of leather without causing damage.
Our experts can restore your leather materials and bring back their lost finish. First, our team carefully assesses the condition of your leather and its type. Once we
have gauged the extent of the damage and what needs to be done, we choose delicate restoration products that will remove any stains from your leather and restore
its natural finish. Upon your request, we can even apply pigmentation to your leather to revitalise its lost colour. We use our own highly e ective proprietary products
to clean, restore, and refinish your leather.
We also offer training courses for businesses and individuals on a regular basis.
If youʼre a business or an individual in Australia and youʼd like to take advantage of the service we have to o er then we would love to hear from you. You can get in
touch with us by e-mail or simply by calling us on 0429 217 044.
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